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FR-131 (RGB) - Set of 3

Technical Data

Height 120 mm

Width 120 mm

Depth 25 mm

Voltage 12 Volt

Fan speed 1,000 - 1,500 rpm

Rated power 3.6 W

Airflow 45.4 - 68.3 m³/h

Noise 18.0 - 25.4 dB(A)

Bearing Hydraulic Bearing

Connector RGB-Controller (S-ATA Power)

Code 4250140344076

Manufacturer number FR131 RGB

Order number 200400407

Logistical Data
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Jonsbo FR-131 (RGB) - 3er Set, 120 mm RGB-Lüfter, max. 1.500 U/Min, max. 25,6 dB(A), max. 68,3 m³/h, Controller

With the FR-131 (RGB) - Set of 3 Jonsbo presents an RGB fan set consisting of three RGB fans, an internal controller and a practical slot cover. The
focus was aimed at impressive LED and the fans offer a very attractive design with uniform and clean light effects.

The fans combine high airflow with very impressive RGB-LED effects. A total of 18 long-life high-light-LEDs are installed in the fan frame. With the
included controller the user can choose between different colors and lighting modes.

The controller offers a total of 12 different modes: Color circle of 256 different colors within a time span of approx. 50 seconds; single color mode Red,
Green, Blue, White, Yellow, Purple, Pink, Cyan, Orange; color circle (9 colors), 7 seconds per color; light off. Using the LOCK key, users can stop the
color circle and lock in one of the colors, while a second click will “unlock” the color circle once again.

Using the controller, it is possible to change the fan speed of the connected fans. There is a high-speed mode (1,500 rpm, 25.4 dB(A), 68.3 m³/h) and a
low-speed mode (1,000 rpm, 18.0 dB(A), 45.4 m³/H). It is also possible to switch off the fans.

Included is a slot cover, allowing it users to regulate the RGB fans without the need to open up the case.


